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ABSTRACT

Trajectory Planning in the
Presence of Risk Regions
by
Michael Allan Sherwood
Dr. Laxmi P. Gewali, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

We consider the problem of developing fast algorithms for computing short collision6ee paths for aerial vehicles in the presence of obstacles and enemy radar installations.
When aerial vehicles are deployed in such regions, it is critical to compute admissible
paths having reduced exposure to threats. The generalized version of this problem is

known to be NP-hard [4], We consider simplified versions in two dimensions. One of the
specific problems we address is to adjust a given A^-legged trajectory to reduce exposure
to threats. We also propose an algorithm to compute a ^-legged risk-reduced path using a
stage graph which runs in

time where m is the number of vertices per turn region

and p is the number of radar and obstacle polygon edges. In addition, we describe
methods for obtaining multiple risk-reduced paths and node disjoint paths from the stage
graph. We also discuss the implementation of the proposed algorithms.

Ill
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of computing risk-reduced paths in a two-dimensional plane
containing obstacles, ftee regions, and risk regions. Obstacles are the regions where
traversal is forbidden, and risk regions are the regions where a certain risk factor is
associated with traversal. There is no risk when traversal is performed in ftee regions. In
computational geometry and operations research literature, ftee regions, risk regions, and
obstacles are also known as 0-regions, 1-regions, and co-regions, respectively [8]. In real
world situations, these problems arise when planning risk-reduced paths for moving
aerial vehicles in Euclidean space containing enemy radar installations. The regions
visible to radar sources can be considered as risk regions (or 1-region) where risk is
measured by associating a certain finite risk per unit length o f the path. The regions
where traversal is forbidden are co-regions. Obstacles such as mountains or political
boundaries that must be avoided by aerial vehicles are examples of oo-regions. The
obstacle-ftee regions which are not visible to enemy radar sources are ftee regions or 0regions.
Computation of collision-ftee paths connecting given points, in the presence of
obstacles, is an important problem in robotics and computational geometry with
applications in motion planning, geographic information systems, VLSI design, and
defense systems [1, 5, 8,13]. Efficient algorithms are known to solve this problem in two

1
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dimensions and the problem becomes very hard in three dimensions. In fact, the problem
of computing shortest paths in three dimensions is known to be intractable [8]. One of the
key reasons why the computation o f shortest collision-ftee paths in three dimensions is
hard is the fact that the shortest path can touch polyhedral obstacles at any point in the
interior of an edge. In order to develop an approximation algorithm in three dimensions,
an edge subdivision approach was reported in [12].
Planning risk-reduced paths in the presence of obstacles and threats can be viewed as
a version of the weighted region problem [7, 9]. In a weighted region problem, we are
required to find a shortest or least cost path connecting a source point s and a target point
i in two-dimensional space consisting of k types of regions. A weight w, is associated
with (xpe-i region. The weight w/ represents the cost of traversal per unit length in iype-;
region. Weighted region problems occur in real world applications where we are required
to plan a path for robotic vehicles in a surface consisting of roads, sand, water, obstacles,

etc. Finding a shortest path in a weighted two-dimensional region is a rather difficult
problem. Mitchell and Papadimitriou [10] presented an algorithm that computes a path

between two points in a weighted planar subdivision which is at most (1 + s) times the
shortest path. The execution time of this algorithm is

where » is the number of

vertices in the weighted planar region and Z represents the bit complexity of the problem
instance. An

algorithm for this problem was later reported independently in [9]

and [10]. These results are of theoretical interest and are difficult for practical
implementation. A more practical approximation algorithm for computing shortest-paths
in weighted regions is based on the idea of introducing Steiner vertices on the edges of
regions [12]. A theoretical ftamework based on edge subdivision was hrst proposed by
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Papadimitriou [12]. It took more than 10 years to actually evaluate the performance of the
edge-subdivision method for determining an approximate solution for the weighted
region problem [9].
Computation of the shortest path in metrics other than the standard Euclidean metric
has also been explored. Chen, Klenk, and Tu [5] have developed an algorithm for
performing rectilinear shortest path queries in weighted regions. This algorithm reports
rectilinear shortest paths in 0(log n) time after building a data structure in a
preprocessing step that requires 0(/z log^'^n) time and 0(n log ») space.
Eppstein has reported an algorithm for finding the k shortest paths in a digraph in
0(7» + » log » 4- k) time for » vertices and /» edges in [6] where he also lists prior
literature and applications on the topic.
Wang and Agarwal detaü approximation algorithms for shortest paths that are subject
to curvature constraints [14].

Boroujerdi and Uhlmann presented an algorithm for

computing least cost paths under turn angle constraints with performance similar to
Dijkstra's algorithm [2].

In this paper we consider the problem of computing a risk-reduced path connecting
source point

and target point i that must pass through exactly k leg points in the

presence of threat regions created by enemy radar installations. The goal is to compute a
risk-reduced path whose leg-points are constrained to stay within specified regions. Such
a path is referred to as a ^-legged risk-reduced path. In Chapter 2, we Erst consider
preliminaries related to path planning in two dimensions in the presence of threats and
obstacles. Next we describe an algorithm for constructing a k-legged risk-reduced path.
The algorithm is developed for a simple model of weighted regions where only three
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types o f regions are distinguished: (i) ftee regions, (ii) risk regions, and (iii) obstacles.
The proposed algorithm runs in 0(7»^) time where 77; is the number o f vertices per turn
region and p is the number of radar and obstacle polygon edges. We also consider issues
related to implementation of A-legged risk-reduced path construction. In mission
planning, alternate routes are desirable to add variability that reduces the ability of the
enemy to predict the ultimate approach of the vehicle. In Chapter 3, we develop an
algorithm for constructing multiple risk-reduced ^-legged paths. In Chapter 4, we present
an implementahon of our algorithms and related experimental results. We give
concluding remarks in Chapter 5 and also discuss possible extensions and variations of
risk-reduced path construction problems.
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CHAPTER]

ALGORITHM FOR RISK-REDUCED SHORTEST PATH
One of the most important issues in path planning is the modeling of obstacles, &ee
regions, and risk regions. The obstacles and risk regions can be modeled by simple
polygons. The number o f vertices used for modeling obstacles and risk space has a direct
effect on the running time of the resulting path planning algorithm—the smaller the
number of vertices, the faster the execution time. However, representing an obstacle with
a very small number o f vertices may reduce the quality o f the generated solution. It is
therefore very important to appropriately approximate obstacles and risk regions so that
the complexity of the representation is not large and at the same time the quality of the
generated solution is within an acceptable range for practical application. Approximation
of a polygon with a large number of vertices with a polygon with fewer vertices has been
investigated by researchers in the computational geometry community [1, 11]. These
techniques could be useful for simplifying the complexity of the representation in path
planning applications.
For determining risk regions induced by the presence o f enemy radar installations, it
is useful to apply the notion of weighted regions. Consider four radar sources with
indicated angular and distance range as shown in Figure 1. This Ggure shows that four
types of weighted regions are formed by the presence o f radar sources as indicated. It
may be noted that 0-weighted regions are those regions in the background that are not
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visible to any radar sources. The Egnre does not show obstacles. If obstacles are
included, then they become the oo-weighted regions. Furthermore, obstacles can create a
sequence of radar beams ftom a single radar source.

0 -W e ig h t
1-W e ig h t
2 -W e ig h t
3 -W e ig h t

Figure 1.

Formation of Weighted Regions

As indicated in the introduction section, the problem o f computing shortest paths in a
general weighted region is very difficult and the implementation of the available
algorithms may not be acceptable in situations where solutions obtained late are useless.

SimpliGed Formulation of Weighted Regions
One way of reducing the execution time of path planning problems in weighted
regions is to make simpliEcations in the modeling of the regions. In this regard, it is
possible to achieve substantial simpliEcation by considering aü regions visible to one or
more radar sources as risk regions by assigning certain average risk per unit length. With
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this simpliÊcation, the general weighted region becomes 0/1/oo-weighted regions. Riskreduced paths in 0/1/oo-weighted regions can be captured by constructing critical graphs
[5]. The critical graph is constructed by making use of simple local optimality criteria.

O -W eig ht
1-W e ig h t
00-W e ig h t

Figure 2.

Formation of Simplified Weighted Regions

An edge formed by connecting two vertices in 0/1/oo-regions and lying entirely in a 1region is called visibility edge. Similarly, an edge starting 6om a vertex and
perpendicular to one of the edges of the 0-regions and lying entirely in 1-regions is called
an orthogonal edge. A graph obtained by adding visibility edges and orthogonal edges to
0/1/oo-weighted regions is called the critical graph. It may be noted here that the critical
graph also contains the edges of the boundaries of 0-regions and oo-regions. It is known
that the shortest path in 0/1/oo-weighted regions is contained in the critical graph [7].
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Furthermore, the critical graph can be constructed in 0(» log » + A:) time, where n is the
number of vertices in all regions and A: the size of the visibility graph [1, 11] induced by
0-regions and oo-regions. The shortest path itself can be computed by using Dijkstra's
algorithm on the critical graph.
Consider a collection o f p radar sources in a two-dimensional plane. We want to
construct a path connecting a start point s' and a target point i having vertices on
regions n , rz,

leg

such that exposure of the path to radar sources is as small as possible.

The problem can be formally stated as follows:

Æ-legged Risk-Reduced Path Problem (KRPP)
Given: A collection of p radar sources, g obstacles, a sequence o f A: leg regions, a
start p o in ta n d a target point i.
Question: Find a

+ 1 segment path connecting j' and i with minimum exposure to

radar sites. The path must have exactly one vertex in each leg region.
A radar source has a specific angular range and distance range. For the vast majority
o f radars, the angular range or azimuth coverage is 360 degrees. A circular or wedgeshaped polygon o f certain angular range and radius can be conveniently used as a
simplified model o f a radar-exposed region. Figure 3 shows a path connecting s and t
with exactly one leg-vertex in each leg-region. In this Sgure, radar-exposed regions are
approximated by circular polygons.
Each leg region contains vertices that can be used as a leg vertex o f the path. A brute
force method of computing a risk-reduced path is to construct all paths connecting s and t
and having exactly one vertex in each leg region and report the one with the least weight
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as the required risk-reduced path. However, this approach is not practical for 10 or more
leg-regions since the number o f possible feasible paths grows exponentially with the
number of leg regions.
The use o f a critical graph can yield a risk-reduced path, but the path obtained by
using critical graphs need not have exactly ^ + 1 segments. In fact, the number of
segments in the risk-reduced path obtained by using a critical graph can be arbitrarily
larger or arbitrarily smaller than t + 1.

KRPP Algorithm Development
In this section we now propose an efficient algorithm for solving the ^-legged riskreduced path problem (KRPP). In the rest of the section, unless stated otherwise, we
simply use the term "shortest ^-legged path" to indicate the risk-reduced t-legged path.
The overall algorithm can be described in three distinct stages. In the first stage, the input
scenario is examined to construct a much smaller region called a strip polygon, which is

guaranteed to contain the shortest ^-legged path. In the second stage, intersection points
are identified between all potential leg edges and the boundaries of radar polygons and
obstacles contained within the strip polygon. In the third stage, the intersection points are
sorted in preparation for the calculation of segment weights. Next, a weighted stage graph
is constructed by associating weights to leg edges— the weight of a leg edge is the risk
associated with it. In the final stage, the shortest Ar-legged path is determined by invoking
Dqkstra's shortest path algorithm on the stage graph.
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m
il iiiiiM^^^

F igure 3.

K-Legged Risk-Reduced Path

Construction of the Strip Polygon
The region that contains the shortest k-legged path can be made much smaller than
the whole convex region containing radar polygons, leg regions, source point <y, and target
point i. Imagine the supporting lines &om source point

to the first leg region n.

Similarly, we can consider supporting lines between two consecutive leg regions n and
These supporting lines together deGne the boundary of a simple polygon, which we
refer to as the strip polygon.

10
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s
Figure 4.

Strip Polygon

Figure 4 shows a strip polygon. The strip polygon can be constructed in a
straightforward way in 0(M) time, where n is the number of vertices in the input scenario.
This is stated in the following lemma:
Lemma 1: Given a collection of radar polygons and leg regions, the induced strip
polygon can be computed in ()(») time.

Computation of Intersection Points
Leg edges are formed by appropriately connecting
n , ^2 , . . rt. We can consider &and f as leg regions ro and

and the vertices of leg regions
containing one vertex each.

A leg edge e is formed by connecting vertices of consecutive leg regions in the sequence
ro, n ,

To compute the points o f intersection between leg edges and radar

11
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polygons, we can sweep the strip polygon by a vertical line by using the plane sweep
technique 6oni computational geometry [1, 11]. The plane sweep technique is one of the
most efBcient methods known for determining intersection points between line segments.
The time complexity o f this algorithm is 0(n log n + 7 log n), where 7 is the number of
intersections [1] and » is the number o f line segments. At hrst glance, this algorithm
appears to be ideal for this application, but close examination o f the value of 7 which
unfortunately w ill include the intersections between leg edges, shows this not to be the
case. In each turn region there are up to wz vertices. Connecting these vertices in all
possible ways between consecutive turn regions yields

leg edges and potentially

leg edge intersections per stage. None of these intersections come in to play in the
succeeding steps o f the KRPP algorithm and must be discarded. The number of
intersections between leg edges and radar and obstacle polygons could theoretically be
krn^p where k is the number of stages and p is the total number of edges comprising the

radar and obstacle polygons. Our empirical analysis has shown the number of this type of

intersection to be approximately

for the entire graph since it is unlikely that a

configuration w ill repeatedly transit all radar polygon edges from stage to stage. Hence, if
we were to use plane sweep for intersection detection, the time complexity of this step of
the KRPP algorithm would be

log m) based on the dominant term o f this method's

running time.
A time complexity o f

log

would severely hobble any implementation, so

instead of using plane sweep, we focus on ways to optimize the brute force method of
intersection detection. Using a brute force approach, we could test every leg edge against
every edge o f the radar and obstacle polygons to determine the intersection points in

12
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time where A: is the number of stages, /» is the maximum number of vertices per
stage, and

is the total number o f edges comprising the radar and obstacle polygons. I f

while constructing the radar and obstacle polygons, we note the extents o f the polygon
edges, we can construct a bounding box for each polygon. I f we also construct a stage
polygon using the supporting vertices for consecutive turn regions, we can exclude from
consideration o f intersection detection any radar and obstacle polygons whose bounding
boxes neither are contained within nor intersect with the stage polygon as shown in
Figure 5.

P o ly g o n s W h e r e in te rs e c tio n
is P o s s ib le D u rin g S ta g e

S

Figure 5.

Stage Polygon and Potential Intersection Regions

13
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By short-circuitmg the intersection detection requirement for polygon edges that
cannot possibly lie within the stage polygon, we are able to oBset the multiplicative
effect of the stage count

Thus, in most cases, all points o f intersection between leg

edges and radar polygons can be found in 0 (/» ^ ) time.

Organizing Intersection Points
When intersection points are computed, some additional information is associated
with the record o f intersection points. In particular, references to the corresponding leg
edge and radar polygon are maintained in the record of intersection points. W ith this
additional information in the record of each intersection point, the set of intersection
points can be sorted in the priority o f (i) coordinates of the source o f the leg edge, (ü)
coordinates o f the destination o f the leg edge, and (iii) the distance of the intersection
point from the source o f the corresponding leg edge.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of this process. Vertices
leg region and vertices

and j'z are contained in one

and dz are in the subsequent leg region. The smaller dots on the

edges of the radar coverage regions are the intersection points between the leg edges and
the risk regions. The numbers ai^acent to the intersection points represent the final
ascending sort order for this collection of intersection points.

14
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di

Figure 6.

Organizing Intersection Points

Remark: The final outcome of the sorting of intersection points using the above three
priorities is the generation o f the sequence of intersection points ordered by leg edges.

Assigning Weights to Leg Edges
The accwnnloW .yegmemf weigA/ algorithm computes the exposure for a straight-line
path &om start point ^ through a collection of 6ee and risk regions given: i the distance
to the segment end point, the region intersection points for the path, and the initial in/out
state of the start point relative to the risk regions. The region intersection points,
numbered from i = 0 to n - 1, are structures comprised o f the region number and

the

radius 6om the start point.
The algorithm initially counts the number of risk regions enclosing the start point
based on the values of the in/out states and stores the sum in variable A. Next, radius

15
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used in the weight calculation, and the accumulated segment weight w, are both set to
zero. The algorithm then iterates through the intersection points. For each intersection
point the in/out state o f the corresponding region is toggled to the alternate position. For
transitions 6om out to in, A is incremented by 1, and for transitions &om in to out, A is
decremented by 1. I f the resulting value o f A is 0,
value of A is 1 after an increment,

is added to w. If the resulting

is set to gr,. After the last intersection point is

processed, if the value of A is greater than 0, t

is added to w.

In
Ü

1

Out
In
Out
In

2

3

Out
in
Out
0

Figure 7.

Accumulation of Segment Weights

16
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A slight modification o f the algorithm allows for a penalty or discount factor to be
applied to the weight when traversing through the intersection o f multiple risk regions.
For the modiûed algorithm an «-dimensional cost matrix similar to Table 1 is provided
which contains the penalty or discount factor for combinations o f « unique region types.

Table 1.
Region A
X

Risk Cost Matrix
Region C

Region B
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Cost Factor

1
1
1
1
2
3
5

In this algorithm, the distance qi - p i s calculated on each increment or decrement of k

other than an increment from 0 to 1 and multiplied by the cost factor corresponding to the
current region state combinations. The resulting value is then added to w. Next, the on/off
state for the region is then toggled, and the value of p is set to g,- (on any increment or
decrement of k). After the last intersection point is processed, if the value of k is greater
than 0, distance t

multiplied by the cost factor is added to w.

It may be noted that when a curvature factor is incorporated that corresponds to each
turn, the turn is either feasible or not feasible. I f it is not feasible, the assigned weight is
set to inftnity.
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Construction of the Stage Graph
The graph G(T,

whose vertices are the vertices o f leg regions and whose edges are

the set of leg edges is the stage graph. Formally, F = {v | v is a vertex of a leg region},
and E = {(v], v:) I vi and vz are the vertices of consecutive leg regions in the sequence ro,
n,

What remains is the computation o f the weights o f the edges of the stage

graph. The weight of a leg edge e, is the length o f the portions o f e, that lie in radar
polygons. To compute the weight of a leg edge e,, we examine the sequence of
intersection points along the leg edge and accumulate the weight in incremental steps.
With one scan of the sequence, the total length o f the portions o f the edge lying in the

radar polygon can be computed in linear time.

Computation of Shortest Path
After constructing the weighted stage graph all that remains is to compute the shortest
k-legged path. In a directed graph G = (F, Æ), where F is the set o f vertices and E is the

set of edges, we can use Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute the shortest path connecting two
vertices in 0(1 Vf) time [15], where |F| is the number of vertices in the graph. Therefore,
for our implementation where km is the number of vertices, the shortest ^-legged path
can be found in

time.

X-Legged Path Algorithm
A formal sketch of the algorithm is given as the Æ^-legged path algorithm:
Input: Collection o f radar polygons and leg regions.
Output: Shortest ^-legged path.

18
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Step 1: Compute the strip polygon by processing radar-polygons and leg
regions.
Step 2: Determine all intersection points by using plane sweep.
Step 3: Sort intersection points in the priority order of (i) source vertex ID ,
(ii) destination vertex ID , and (iii) distance from the source vertex. Let .SZ, denote
the resulting sorted list o f intersection points.
Step 4: Construct the weighted stage graph by scanning the list &L.
Step 5:

Report shortest k-legged path by using Dijkstra's shortest path

algorithm on the stage graph.

Time Complexity Analysis
The strip polygon can be constructed in 0 ( ^ ) time where A; is the number of stages
and /» is the maximum number o f vertices per stage. Intersection detection takes

time where p is the number of radar and obstacle polygon edges. Since the number of
intersections is approximately m^, step 3 takes 0(m^ log m). The number of edges
connecting the vertices of consecutive Icg-rcgions is O(m^). Hence, the total time for step
4 is

Since the stage graph has

edges and

vertices, step 5 takes

Hence, step 2 is the dominant step and the time complexity o f the algorithm is
We therefore conclude our presentation with the following theorem.
Theorem 1: A ^-legged risk-reduced path can be computed in

time where «%

is the number of vertices per turn region and p is the number o f radar and obstacle
polygon edges.
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CHAPTERS

RISK-REDUCED M ULTIPLE PATHS
For trajectory planning of aerial vehicles for reconnaissance missions, it is highly
desirable to have multiple risk-reduced collision-ftee paths. In this chapter, we present
approximation algorithms for constructmg multiple collision-ftee A:-legged risk-reduced
paths.

Algorithm Development

To develop efficient algorithms for constructing multiple risk-reduced collision-free
A-legged paths, we start with the A-legged risk-reduced path algorithm described in the
last chapter. This algorithm computes shortest path in the stage graph by the direct
application o f Dijkstra's algorithm [11]. In a directed graph G = (F

where F is the set

of vertices and E is the set of edges, we can use Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute the
shortest path connecting two vertices in G(|F|^) time [15], where |F| is the number of
vertices in the graph. While the same approach may be used in a A:-stage graph, the
structure of the stage graph lends itself to optimization and in this chapter we w ill use this
structure to develop a faster algorithm. As indicated in the last chapter, the path in a Astage graph must visit exactly one vertex in each leg region n ,

... r*. As before, we

w ill refer to the start vertex as s and the target vertex as t. In addition, we w ill denote
vertexy in region n as v,,.

20
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leg region

leg region r.

leg region

2,2

k,m

2,m

1,m

Figure 8.

Æ-Legged Stage Graph

Figure 8 illustrates the simplified stage graph and notations. For clarity of
presentation, we assume without loss o f generality that the number o f vertices in each leg
region is the same and is equal to

I f not, we can introduce extra vertices in leg regions

containing fewer than m vertices to make the number of vertices equal throughout. We
then introduce edges between the extra vertices and the vertices of the other leg regions
with edge weights equal to infinity as shown in Figure 9. This weight assignment ensures
that the shortest route will never go through any of the extra vertices.

0 0 /00

i,m

00

00

Figure 9.

00

Leg Region with Extra Vertex and Edges
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Let

denote the weight of the shortest path

6

om source vertex a' to vertex y in

region n and let w(v,,, v^i^) denote the weight of the edge connecting vertex v,y to vertex
V;+i^. Suppose we know the shortest path &om source vertex ^ to all vertices

V;\2 ,

in region r, as shown in Figure 10. Observe that the weight of the shortest path 6 om
to

is equal to:
+ w(w,i, V^I^), ^v.,2) +

V,+u),

Leg Region r,+i

Leg Region

IV(V,2)+
i,m

Figure 10.

Computing the Weight of the Shortest Path to Vertex

Lemma 2: If we know the weights of the shortest paths from source vertex s to all
vertices in leg region

then we can compute the weights of the shortest paths from .y to

all vertices in leg region n+i in

time where y» is the number o f vertices per leg

region.
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Proof: We know the weights
start vertex j' to vertices v /j, V;,2, .

. .. ,

of the shortest paths from

Vw- Note that the shortest path &om source point .y to

any vertex in region r;+i must pass through exactly one vertex in region n. Hence, the
weight of the shortest path from source vertex j: to vertex v,+i, in region y-f+i can be
written as:
= mm(lF(w,i)+w(w.], v ^ ij, lf(w\2)+w(v„2, Vi+i;), ...,
By using the above relation, the weights of shortest paths

6

o m t o all vertices in

region rf+i can be found by scanning the weights of edges between regions r, and n+; and
adding them to the weights o f the shortest paths
compute weights lF(v;+i,i),

6

... ,

is bounded by the number of edges

connecting vertices in r, to vertices in rw . There are
vertices in

om ^ to vertices in n. The time to

edges connecting vertices in r, to

hence the total time to compute all weights in a region is 0 (y»^).

By using the above lemma repeatedly between consecutive stages in the stage graph,
starting 6 0 m j: and ending at i, the length o f the shortest ^-legged path can be computed
in

time. When nodes at region n are processed, the weights o f the shortest paths

&om source vertex j: to all vertices up to and including vertices in region r, are known. In
other words computation can proceed from left to right without the need of examining
nodes to the left o f r,. Furthermore, no nodes in regions to the right of r, need to be
examined for computing shortest paths to nodes in n. It is because o f these properties that
the resulting algorithm is fast. The following algorithm is a high level sketch of this
process.
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Stage-Step Shortest Path Algorithm
Input: Weighted Stage Graph
Output: Weight and description of the shortest A:-legged path connecting f and t.
Step 1: Compute the path weights hom .y to each vertex in region n .
for (y=l;y<=m ;y+l ) {
vw);
}
Step 2: Compute the path weight to each vertex in all subsequent regions,
for ( 1= 1 ;

i+ l ) {

for (y=l;y<=m ;y+l ) {

==7Mm(lP(vi.i)+w(w,i, W+i;),

vyfiy),.

v/+i,) );

}
}

Step 3: Compute the path weight to t.
I P ( v , , l ) + w ( V : ' i , t ) , IF (V ;\ 2 ) + w ( w ^ , t ) , I P ( V u ) + w ( v , . 3 , 0 ,

,

0 );

If a twin edge list is used to maintain the graph, it is important to select the weight of
the reflected edge adjacent to vertex Vi+\j for the incident edge is the backward directed
edge and it w ill have a weight of infinity.

Extracting the Shortest Path hom Source V e rte x to Vertex
When calculating IP(v:y) for each vertex v,,, we note the index g o f the previous
vertex

on the shortest path and store it with v,,. We can then extract the shortest path

by recursively calling a routine that outputs the previous vertex

A sketch of the

algorithm is as follows:
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!=
g=

{
q/^reviowf verf&c on a^Aori&yfyyaiA;

,S'Aorf&yfPaiA(v,.i^ ;

I
output V;^
}

Construction of Second Shortest Path
A pair o f paths connecting s' and i is obviously the simplest example of multiple
paths. It is therefore useful to consider the construction of the second shortest path in the
stage graph. The second shortest path and the first shortest path could be completely
disjoint in their interior or could share some edges. It is critical to note that the first
shortest path and the second shortest path must have at least one edge not common
between them; otherwise both paths w ill be identical. Hence, if we execute the shortest
path algorithm on the graph by removing an "appropriate" edge o f the shortest path then

the resulting path will he the second shortest path. But it is not clear how to identify the
appropriate edge. So we try all edges of the first shortest path one by one. The algorithm
based on this approach is enumerated below.

Edge Elimination Second Shortest Path Algorithm
Step 1:

Run the stage-step algorithm on the stage graph to determine the first

shortest pathp\.
Step 2:

Let eo, e i , e * denote the edges ofy?i.
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Step 3:

Successively delete one edge at a time (co, ei,

et) &om

and run

Dijkstra's algorithm again on the resulting graph to create a pool of potential second
shortest paths. Note: replace the previously deleted edge before deleting a new edge.
Step 4:

The shortest path hrom the pool o f potential second shortest paths is the

second shortest pathpzA straightforward analysis of the edge elimination second shortest path algorithm
reveals that the second shortest path can be computed in

time, if the weighted

graph is available.
Lemma 3: The edge elimination second shortest path algorithm constructs the second
shortest path correctly.
Proof: Let

= eo, ei, ..., e* denote the first shortest path. Lety?2 denote the second

shortest path. By the definition o f the second shortest path, y?2 cannot contain all edges of
p. Hence,y?2 contains at least one edge not present in p i; denote such an edge by e,.

Let Gi, 0 < i < k denote the graph obtained by removing edge e, from G. The edge
elimination algorithm finds the shortest paths in graphs Go, Gy, ..., Gt. We prove the
lemma by showing thaty?2 is present in one o f G„ 0 < i
Case 1:

and p 2 are edge disjoint. In this casep2 is contained in all of Gy, 0 < ; < A;

and hence the edge elimination second shortest path algorithm 6 nds it.
Case 2:

and y)2 are not edge disjoint. Since

is not present in y?], p 2 is present in

G, and the edge elimination second shortest path algorithm finds it.
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Approximation Algorithms for Constructing m Shortest Paths
We now consider the construction of

shortest paths in the stage graph. We could try

to generalize the approach used in the construction o f the second shortest path to
construct the

shortest path. For computing the second shortest path, the algorithm

searches for the solutions in ^ different graphs. I f we use this technique to construct the
shortest path, the number of candidate graphs grows exponential in yyi and the time
complexity of the resulting algorithm becomes exceedingly high. We therefore consider
the development of approximation algorithms for the construction yyi shortest paths in the
stage graph. We propose two approximation algorithms for constructing such paths.

Rank-Ordering Approach
The hrst approximation algorithm we propose is based connecting nodes of
consecutive regions in term of their distances from the source vertex

Observe that the

step-stage algorithm constructs shortest paths hom ^ to all nodes. We sort the vertices in
each region in non-decreasing order of their distance from source point s. If a node x of a

region is in the g* position in the sorted list, then we define its rank as q. The paths are
constructed by connecting nodes of same ranks in consecutive regions. A high-level
sketch o f the algorithm is given below.

Rank-Ordered Approximation Algorithm
Input: t-stage graph
Output: yyi risk-reduced paths
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Step 1: Apply the step-stage algorithm to determine shortest paths to all vertices from
source vertex f to all other vertices.
Step 2: Assign ranks to vertices in each stage by sorting them in the order o f their
distance from tbe source vertex f.
Step 3: Construct

paths by connecting nodes o f same rank in consecutive leg

regions.

Time Complexity Analysis
Given the stage graph, the time for step 1 is
be performed m

Sorting the ^ stages in step 2 can

log /») time. Construction o f the paths in step 3 requires

0

(^7»)

time. Thus, we can easily see that the time complexity of the above rank-ordered
approximation algorithm is

4-

A/n Zog m). One added advantage o f this algorithm is

that the constructed paths are disjoint.

Path Elimination Approach
The second approximation algorithm we propose is based on forcing the (i+l)*^ riskreduced path to not take any edges used by the paths constructed so far. The first path is
constructed by using the stage-step algorithm. To construct the second shortest path, the
edges used in the first shortest path are assigned weights equal to infinity and the stagestep algorithm is executed in the modified stage graph. Other paths are constructed in
similar manner. A high-level sketch of this algorithm is as follows.
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Path Elimination Approximation Algorithm
Input: A-stage graph
Output: 7Mrisk-reduced paths
Step 1: Apply the stage-step algorithm on G(1^E) to determine the shortest path
connecting to t. Let yreWowj' be this path.
Output prevmw.; as a member of the solution.
Step 2: For (int i=2; K/n; ;++) {
Modify G(F,E) by assigning weights of infinity to all edges in
Apply the stage step algorithm on

to determine the shortest path

connecting f to f Let yyrevmna' be this path.
Output yyrewoMj as a member of the solution.
}
Remark: I f the shortest path is o f length inhnity in the above algoiitbm then the

target is unreachable.
A simple analysis shows that the time complexity of the path elimination
approximation algorithm is 0 (A/M^), since we must repeat the 0 (A?M^) step-stage algorithm
for each of the y?i vertices per turn region.

Why Computing the Second and Subsequent Shortest Paths is Difficult
The second shortest path is difficult to compute in a straightforward way because
none of the information gathered in determining the shortest path can be used to
determine the second shortest path. One might assume that the second shortest path can
be determined by selecting the second shortest path hom the ordered results of Step 3 in
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the stage-step algorithm. This greedy method fails because the second shortest path into a
particular vertex o f a leg may be shorter than the shortest paths to all other vertices in that
leg.

A Method for Computing the

Shortest Paths in a A-Legged Stage Graph

As we have shown, computing the second and subsequent shortest paths in a ^-legged
stage graph is difGcult because we only capture the shortest path to any particular vertex.
By modifying our data structure to retain the m shortest paths into a vertex, we are then
able to compute the m shortest paths in the graph. Let

denote the weight of the

shortest path &om source vertexto vertexy in region r,.

Leg Region

Leg Region r,

Leg Region
;+1,1

Figure 11.

Computing the Shortest Path to a Vertex
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/+ i

In Figure 11 we can observe that the length of the shortest path to a vertex is the
minimum of the sums of the shortest path weights to the prior vertices plus the weights of
the corresponding connecting edges.

Leg Region r,f+i

Leg Region r,

;+1,1

Figure 12.

Two Weights per Vertex

Imagine for a moment that each vertex in r, is really two copositioned vertices as
shown in Figure 12 with corresponding edges connecting to v^-u. Let the shortest path
weights to the new vertices vary while the weights of the new edges connecting to vertex
VH-1,1 remain the same. The weights to the new vertices correspond to the second shortest
path weights to the original vertex. Our new graph results in 2/» possible choices for the
shortest path to vertex

It is of interest to note that while in the original graph, the

second shortest path to vertex

might not have been one o f the /» possible choices, in

the new graph, the second shortest path must be contained in the 2;» possible choices. We
can reason that this is the case for if there exists an alternate path p ' to vertex
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6

om a

vertex in n that is not one o f the paths in our graph, then it must include the third or
longer shortest paths to a vertex in this leg region. Let the weight to the second shortest
path be x and the weight to this alternate path be y so that x < y. Note that p ' must include
the same edge e &om n to Xi+i as in one of the paths in our graph. The weight of p '
therefore is y + w(e), while the weight through the same vertex taking the second shortest
path to the vertex would be x + w(e). Since x < y , then x + w(e) < y + w(g) and x + w(g) <
which contradicts the assertion thatp' is the second shortest path to vertex V;+i,i. Hence,
the 2 fMpossible choices must include the second shortest path.
Adding an additional vertex representing the third shortest path to each vertex in n
would result in 3/M possible choices for the shortest path to vertex VM,i and these 3/»
possible choices must include the three shortest paths to vertex Vi+i.i- We can continue
adding vertices as shown in Figure 13 until there are /» vertices per vertex in r, for a total

of

possible shortest paths to vertex V/+i,i which must contain the m shortest paths to

vertex V;+i
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Leg Region r,+i

Leg Region r,

/+ i,i

Figure 13.

Suppose we know the

/» Weights per Vertex

shortest paths &om source ve rtexto all vertices v,j, v,,2, ..

Vi^ in region n- Observe that the weight of the

shortest path

6

om

to

is can be

written as;
lFg(V,+l,A) =
Vf+U),
(

^(V,\2) + W(V,\2,

( W i( y i^ in )

,

+ w(Vf,l,

),

IFinCVy,:) + W(V,\2, V^l,*) ),

w ( V i^ n,,

- -,

m)

.

m , ^ i + 1,/2) ) )

By using the above relation, the weights o f the wz shortest paths hrom f to all vertices
in region

can be found by scanning the weights of edges between regions r, and n+y

and adding them to the weights o f the /» shortest paths &om j' to vertices in r,. The time to
compute weights

(fFi(v,+i^), lp2(v,+u),

lFm(v;+u)),

is bouuded by the time to sort the

number of edges connecting vertices in n to vertices in

multiplied by the number of
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weights per vertex. There are

edges connecting vertices in r, to vertices in /"f+i and

weights per vertex; hence the total time to compute and sort all weights in a region is
log oz). I f we were not to lim it the number o f shortest paths maintained per vertex to
/M, the time and space required to calculate the complete set o f shortest paths would
increase exponentially per stage.
By repeating these calculations for consecutive stages in the stage graph, starting
&om .y and ending at i, the length of the z?z shortest t-legged paths can be computed in
0

(^7»^ log nz) time. This is stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 2: Given a stage graph, the

shortest A^legged paths can be computed in

log y?z) time.
In our implementation, rather than adding extra vertices, we maintain with each
vertex

a pseudovertex array of size zzz. Each element in the ordered array contains the

weight, previous vertex, and previous pseudovertex element index o f the g**" shortest path
&om source vertex .y to vertex v,,. This array allows us to extract the shortest path

6

om

source vertex s to Vy. The following algorithm is a modified version of the stage-step
algorithm and computes the wz shortest paths.

Stage-Step Algorithm for /» Shortest Paths
Input: Weighted Stage Graph G(T,E)
Output: Weight and description of the shortest ^-legged path connecting s and i.
Step 1: Compute the path weights from s to each vertex in region r ,.
fo r(/=l;y<= n z;;+l) {
l^i(vy,y) =

viÿ);
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}
Step 2: Compute the

smallest path weights to each vertex in all subsequent regions,

for (f=l; z<&; z+1 ) {
fb r(/= l;;< -n i;y + l) {
putAs[1...7M^] =

Vf+i^), lF2(Vz.i) +

+ w(Vl.l, V lfu), lFl(v,.2) + w(Vi.2 , Vffu),

v ,+ u ),...,
+ w(v,,2,

+ w(V;\2 , V/+}^/,), ...,

f^m(yi,m)

w

( v

, \ ...,

w(Vj, m, Vi+l^fî) ),

for (g= 1 ; g<=m; g+ 1 )

{

}
}

}
Step 3: Compute the m smallest path weights to i.
putAj'[l...fM
^] = ordeW( lFi(v*,i) + w(vti, i), l^(v&,i) +

1^1(vW + ^V,\2, 0,
m) +

m, i), ...,

+ w(vt, 0, - , l^ (v t2 ) +
m) + w(Vt,

i), ., IFm
(vti) +

0, - ,

0,

+ w(vtm, 0,

t) );

for (0^=1 ;g<=m;g'+l){

}
We presented an

time algorithm for computing the shortest path connecting

two vertices in a stage graph. In addition, we demonstrated how the algorithm may be
modified to capture the m shortest paths in the stage graph in

0

(^7»^ log /») time at the
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expense of 0 (^ ^ ) more space. We also note that the algorithm can be implemented
without using any complicated data structure. In fact it uses only arrays.
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CHAPTER 4

IM PLEM ENTATION AND RELATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have developed three implementations to prototype and test the operation and
performance o f our algorithms. The Erst is a tr^ectory planner application that allows the
user to interactively construct leg regions, regions under the exposure of radars, the start
point, and the target point for the ^-legged route.

Exposure: 2476, Distance: 11269, Intersections: 2075, Vertices: 36, Leg Edges: 306

s

*-

Figure 14.

Snapshot of Tr^ectory Planner Prototype Output
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The implementation displays the constructed stage graph and the risk-reduced klegged route. A snapshot of the output produced by the program is shown in Figure 14.
The second implementation shown in Figure 15 calculates intersection points using
plane sweep and brute force methods. The application animates the operation of the
algorithms and can also benchmark the performance of the algorithms for various
datasets.

Intersections Found; 13

17-aj

0-b

15-af

21-ar

21-aq
1-d

15-ae
16-ah

17-ai

22-;

1-c
0-a

3-h

16-:
18-al

14-ac
2-e
18-ak

S-k
10-v

23-av
23-au

24-ax

13-ab

7-0

19-am
12 -z

20-ap.

12-y
20-ao
25-az
25-ay

Figure 15.

Plane Sweep Program

The third implementation is a multiple path generator application that allows the user
to construct a t-stage graph with m vertices per stage. The leg edges are assigned random
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values for weights. The program calculates and displays the /» least cost paths. A
snapshot of this application is shown in Figure 16.
Unified Modeling Language (U M L) class diagrams are provided in the appendix to
assist in conceptualizing the implementation of the trajectory planner application.

Hki tiABn
Vertex: FINISH
O rd e r 1

-I

1-1 V

Path 1-128 m m
Path 2-139 m m »
Path 3-130

W e ig h t 129
Prev: 3 0(1J
Order: 2
W eight: 139
Prev: 3-0 { 2]
Order: 3
W eight: 139
Prev: 3-2 [1)

\/
Figure 16.

Multiple Risk-Reduced Paths Application

Trajectory Planner Model
For the trajectory planner implementation we start with a very simplified model for
testing our algorithms. The simplified model is incorporated in suitable data structures in
our implementation. The three main objects in the model are leg regions, obstacles, and
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radars. O f course start point .y and target point r are simply taken as points represented by
a pair o f integers. In general terms, leg regions, obstacles, and radars could all be
modeled by simple polygons. However, for tbe purpose of clarity of presentation and for
the purpose o f simplification for implementation we use a simple polygonal model for
radars and obstacles. The leg regions are taken as simple geometric shapes with a few
sides. In particular, each leg region is the rectangular region representing the boundary
that closely covers the finite set o f locations where an aircraft might alter its course.
We are using two submodels for radar coverage regions. In the simplified version, a
radar coverage region is represented as a circle or a wedge-shaped sector. The
coordinates o f the radar site are the center of the circle and the maximum detection range
of the radar is the radius of the circle. I f the extent of the azimuth scan region of the radar
is less than 360 degrees, the start and stop azimuths are the angular coordinates of the
bounding radii o f the sector. The second submodel for a radar coverage region is a

sequence of vertices representing its boundary and allows for a more complex and
realistic representation of the threat region.
While the simple model is convenient for implementation and could possibly yield a
faster path-planning algorithm, it could compromise the quality o f the generated route.
The actual coverage area of a radar installation is not a perfect circle or pie shaped
wedge, but a more complex shape determined primarily by the line-of-site visibility of an
aircraft at a speciGc altitude. Buildings in the immediate area o f the radar antenna and the
shape of the terrain in the surrounding area lim it the line-of-site o f a radar since radio
waves cannot penetrate these objects without being greatly attenuated. Figure 17 shows
the approximate shape o f the maximum detection range of an aircraft flying at 10,000 ft.
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elevation by an air surveillance radar located in Las Vegas, Nevada. Las Vegas is situated
in a valley surrounded by mountains several thousand feet above the valley floor. At the
azimuths of these mountains the radar coverage range is greatly diminished.

A
\

V

A/

y
c

>

/\L A S
>

X

A

\
V

Figure 17.

Radar Detection Range of Aircraft at 10,000 ft. Elevation

The implementation models the typical changes in radar coverage by randomly
varying the outer edges of the risk regions. We believe that these variations w ill test the
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robustness of the algorithm without requiring a separate complex computation o f clutter
inrhicerlrtuigelinirbhicHis.
The obstacles can be modeled by any simple polygon, and we feel that a polygonal
shape o f less than a dozen boundary edges is good enough to fairly approximate obstacles
in real situations such as the cross section of terrain. In our application, the only obstacle
type we implemented is a rectangle, which we feel is sufficient to represent an area where
flight is prohibited.
The above components need to be represented in a suitable structure so that the
developed trajectory planning algorithm can be executed. A ll the leg region vertices are
combined as a weighted graph in two dimensions. The weights o f edges are such that
they reflect exposure to radars and obstacles. We also keep track of the Euclidean
distance for each edge. Thus our graph can be taken as a Euclidean graph in two

dimensions if there is a need to compute paths without considering exposure to threats.
When we need to consider paths with exposure to threats then o f course we have a non-

Euclidian graph.
For a vertex v o f each leg region we maintain a pair of lists of ac^acent vertices
corresponding to incoming and outgoing edges. The implicit edges are assigned direction
by setting the distances of the incoming edges to infinity so that travel can only occur
&om leg region r, to leg region rf+i.

Computation of Intersection Points
Intersection points between the leg edges and radars may be computed using one of
three different methods:

segment-circle, segment-polygon, and plane sweep. For the
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simple radar model, we represent each radar as a circle or sector. To compute the points
where the leg edges intersect with the radars, we use a segment-circle method [3] to
calculate the points where the edge line segment intersects with the circle. For radars with
radar coverage less than 360 degrees we also need to determine if the intersection points
are within the cone of the sector and if the edge segments intersect with the radii that
bound the sector.
For the more realistic radar model, we represent each radar as a sequence of vertices
that comprise the boundary of the radar coverage region. To compute the intersection
points o f the leg edges in the graph with the radars, we use a brute force technique to
detect if each leg edge intersects with each segment in the radar polygon. I f so, we then
calculate the intersection point. For each leg edge, we iterate through the collection of
radar objects. I f the leg edge is neither enclosed by the rectangle bounding the extents of
the radar polygon nor intersects with an edge o f this rectangle, we are able to assert that

the edge cannot intersect with any edge of the radar and bypass testing this radar for
intersection. If the alternate condition is true, we iterate through each edge of the radar
polygon to detect and possibly calculate any intersection points.
The third method for calculation of intersection points between leg edges and the
radar polygons uses the plane sweep technique 6om computational geometry as
described in [1]. W hile this method also finds intersections between momentarily
adjacent leg edges, these are discarded and only intersections between leg edges and
edges of the radar polygon are retained.
For aU three methods the coordinates of the intersection points are stored so that they
may be rendered on the displayed output. The source vertex ID , destination vertex ID ,
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Euclidean distance o f the intersection 6om the source vertex, and radar ID are stored in a
separate data structure so they may be used in the calculation o f edge weights.

Setting Edge Weights
The weights of the leg edges are calculated by iterating through the collection of
intersection points and accumulating the length of traversal through radar coverage
regions as described in Chapter 2. This process requires that we prepare the list of
intersection points by sorting them by priority o f source vertex ID , destination vertex ID ,
and distance &om source vertex. We define the less than comparison method in our
intersection point class based on our priority order and invoke the sorting algorithm builtin to C++ for this initial step.
The weight accumulation algorithm requires us to know the inside/outside relation

between each source vertex and each radar polygon. This determination is made by
evaluating the relation o f new vertex to existing radars or relation o f existing vertices to

new radar as each vertex or radar is added to the trajectory model. Armed with this a
priori information, the algorithm toggles the in/out state in an array of condition variables
corresponding to the individual radar polygons as each intersection point for an edge
segment is encountered. When the algorithm determines that the intersection point is a
transition hrom a region free from all radar coverage to a radar risk region it notes the
entry position. When the state next transitions to a region 6ee 6om all radar coverage the
linear distance between the two points is summed to the weight o f the leg edge. I f the
next intersection point instead corresponds to a different segment, then the distance from
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the previously noted entry transition to the destination vertex is summed to the weight of
the now previous leg edge.

Calculation o f Risk-Reduced Paths
Once the segment weights are set the risk-reduced paths can be calculated. The least
cost path is determined by invoking Dÿkstra's algorithm [15] on the weighted graph. The
determination o f the shortest path to each vertex is based primarily on the exposure to
threat. Should this value be equal for two competing paths, the path with the shorter
Euclidian distance is favored. It may be noted that when a curvature factor is
incorporated that corresponds to each turn, the turn is either feasible or not feasible. If it
is not feasible, the assigned weight is set to infinity, thereby allowing for a turnconstrained risk-reduced path.
Multiple risk-reduced paths are then generated by using the approximation by path
elimination technique described in Chapter 3. The weight o f each leg in the shortest path

is set to infinity one at a time and Dijkstra’s algorithm is invoked in turn on the modified
graph. This process results m. k + \ alternative routes where k is the number of turn
regions and is also greater than zero.

Walk-Through of the Operation of the Program
When the program is first executed the initial window appears with a drop-down
menu and toolbar above the blank canvas, and a status bar at the bottom of the screen as
shown in Figure 18. A t this point, a previously stored program state may be recalled or a
new model may be created with the mouse in conjunction with menu and toolbar options.
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The status bar at the bottom o f the screen contains a message area on the lower left that
displays information pertinent to the current state of the program. I f the program is not in
an insertion mode and the mouse is clicked and dragged across the canvas, the relative
distance between the selected point and the cursor is displayed in the message area to
serve as a virtual measurement device. To the right of the message area are mouse
position fields that report the physical and logical position of the mouse as it is moved
aroimd the canvas.
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Trajectory Planner Initial Window
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At any time the file menn allows the user to save, restore, print, or close the current
trajectory model. Multiple models may be open simultaneously and the window menu
contains options for selecting how the collection of models is displayed.
The user can add the start point, the target point, a turn region, a radar, or an obstacle
in any order by selecting the object to insert from the menu or toolbar. Figure 19 shows
the state of the model after insertion of the start and target points.
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Figure 19.

Trajectory Planner Showing Start and Target Points
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Turn regions are added by first setting the insertion mode to turn region using the
menn or toolbar and then clicking the mouse and dragging 6om the upper left to lower
right comer o f the desired rectangular region before releasing the mouse button. The
number of vertices per turn region is selectable 6om one to eighty-one via the insert
menu. The order o f insertion of each turn region w ill determine the order of the
associated leg edges in the tr^ ectory. Figure 20 shows the display after the insertion of
three turn regions.
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The vertices comprising the turn region are displayed as blue dots and the leg edges
are displayed as gray lines. The view menu allows the user to hide the leg edges if
desired. The summary report area at the top o f the screen displays the number o f vertices
and leg edges currently in the model.
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Figure 21.

Trajectory Planner After Insertion of Radars

Radar coverage regions are added by first setting the insertion mode to radar using the
menu or toolbar and then clicking the mouse and dragging &om the center to the
maximum detection range of the radar before releasing the mouse button. I f the azimuth
scan region for the radar is less than 360 degrees, after establishing the range o f the radar,
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but before releasing the primary mouse button, press and hold the secondary mouse
button at the azimuth of the initial bounding radii of the sector, then move the mouse
clockwise until the desired azimuth range is achieved and release the mouse to set the
second bounding radii o f the sector. Figure 21 shows the state o f the model after seven
radars have been added including one with azimuth coverage of approximately forty-five
degrees. The range o f the radars varies randomly to simulate uneven coverage caused by
clutter-induced line o f site limitations. This random variation may be toggled o ff or on
via the insert menu.
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Obstacles are added by first setting the insertion mode to obstacle using the menu or
toolbar and then clicking the mouse and dragging from the upper left to lower right
comer o f the desired rectangular region before releasing the mouse button. The resulting
areas where fligjht is forbidden appear as red rectangles with diagonal hatched marks as
shown in Figure 22.
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X

Once the desired model is constructed, the risk-reduced paths may be calculated by
pressing the calculate tr^ectory button E, on the toolbar. The message area of the status
bar w ill display the current state o f the program as it progresses through the necessary
calculations. Upon completion the reduced risk path is displayed with an orange line as
shown in Figure 23.
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Tr^ectory Planner Showing Alternate Risk-Reduced Path
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Intersection points between leg edges and radar polygons are rendered as small
yellow dots. These may be hidden via an option on the view menu. The summary report
area at the top o f the screen indicates the unit length o f exposure to enemy radar and the
total distance o f the tr^ectory. The number o f intersection points is also displayed.
Alternate paths calculated using the edge elimination technique are selectable via the
left and right arrow buttons on the toolbar. One such alternate path is shown in Figure 24.
As different paths are selected, the exposure and distance values are updated in the
summary report displayed at the top o f the canvas.

Experimental Results on Test Input
In any experimental investigation, generation o f test data is crucial. If test data can be
generated in a meaningful way, then the proposed algorithm can be evaluated for
performance. In our case, the complexity o f the scene can be very high. The size, shape,
and position o f radars, obstacles, and turn regions can vary greatly. Generating these

objects in a random way is a challenging problem in itself. Our general approach is to
create test data where the solution for the optimum path is more or less known and then
fire our algorithm and see how close the generated solution is to the expected result. If
the generated solution and the known solution are close to each other, then the algorithm
is probably working well. One obvious example of a known least risk path is a
configuration in which there exists a t-legged route without any exposure to threats.
Similarly we could create a data set in which the optimal path goes through a known
exposure to threat. We have created several test input conhgurations and obtained the
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solution by executing our algorithm. The paths as constructed by our algorithm are shown
in Figure 25 through Figure 27 and are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2.

Tr^ ectory Planner Experimental Results

Input File
Test Description
TOOl
No Exposure
Exposed to Threats
T002
Finish Unreachable
T003

Exposure Distance Result
0
Pass
8768
Pass
615
7380
Pass
N/A
N /A

t

/

s
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Figure 25.

No Exposure Test Result
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Figure 26.

Exposed to Threats Test Result
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Figure 27.

Finish Unreachable Test Result

Possible extensions to this application include deleting and editing turn regions,
radars, and obstacles; and incorporation of angle constrained paths.
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Plane Sweep Implementation
The plane sweep application is a multithreaded implementation o f De Berg's plane
sweep line segment intersection point algorithm [1]. The input to the algorithm is a vector
of line segments. These can be imported from a tab-delimited text Gle or created within
the program using the mouse or a random segment generator function. The program also
implements a brute force mtersection calculation algorithm to establish a baseline for
performance comparison. The user interface is highly refined to allow for detailed
interactive analysis of the operation of the algorithms. The contents of the primary data
structures are displayed to aid in this analysis.

Figure 28.

Plane Sweep Initial Display
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Walk-Through o f the Plane Sweep Application
When the program is first executed the initial window appears with a drop-down
menu and toolbar above the blank canvas, and a status bar at the bottom of the screen as
shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 29.

Plane Sweep After Segment Insertion

A t this point, a previously stored program state may be recalled or a new set of hne
segments may be imported hom a tab-delimited text file or created with the mouse in
conjunction with menu and toolbar options. The status bar at the bottom o f the screen
contains a message area on the lower left that displays information pertinent to the
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current state o f the program. To the right o f the message area are mouse position fields
that report the logical position o f the mouse as it is moved around the canvas.
As the user clicks and drags the mouse, line segments are drawn on the canvas as
shown in Figure 29. When the mouse button is released the coordinates o f the segment
endpoints appear in the far left list. Each vertex is labeled alphabetically as it is created.
To the right o f this list are the numerically labeled segments and the corresponding
vertices.
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Figure 30.

Plane Sweep Animation o f Event Point
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After the segments are inserted, the user selects either the plane sweep or brute force
intersection calculation method 6om the toolbar or drop-down menu. Execution of the
algorithm is controlled via the VCR-style buttons on the toolbar. The buttons allow the
user to stop, pause, step, or run the algorithm. There are three versions of the run mode.
One version runs at full speed, the second pauses at each step for a user speciGed delay
time o f up to 1 second, and the third runs a sequence of full speed timed tests. In addition,
the user may optionally animate the operation of the algorithms.
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Figure 31.

Plane Sweep Showing Intersection Points
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In the plane sweep mode with animation enabled, the list o f vertices is transformed
into a list o f event points. The event points are displayed in ascending order based on
their x-coordinate values. As the current event point is removed &om the event queue, it
is displayed in red as shown in Figure 30. A vertical sweep line may also be displayed at
the x-coordinate of the event point.
Each segment is colored green as it is added to the status structure and restored to
black after it is removed. As intersection points are detected and calculated, they are
displayed as blue dots as shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 32.

Plane Sweep Showing Potentially Intersecting Line Segments in Red
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As a pair of line segments is passed to the intersection detection and calculation
function, it is colored red by the program as shown in Figure 32.
Upon completion o f the algorithm, the intersection points are displayed as blue dots
and the data structure displays are restored to vertices and segments. I f desired, the
coordinates o f the intersection points and the associated line segments can be displayed in
a pop-up list as shown in Figure 33.
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Multiple Risk-Reduced Path Planner Implementation
The multiple risk-reduced path planner implementation initially displays a graph
settings dialog box as shown in Figure 34 that allows the user to set the number of turn
regions for the stage graph as well as the number o f vertices per region.

I;

5
Vertices

Figure 34.

;4

‘ cf:
C a ',.e ;

Path Planner Graph Settings Dialog

After the user enters the graph settings and presses the OK button to dismiss the
dialog, the program generates the specified stage graph by adding a start point, the
vertices of the turn regions, and a finish point. Edge weights are set to random values

between 20 and 70. The shortest paths to each vertex are then computed. For the first turn
region, the shortest paths to each vertex all originate at the start point. For subsequent
turn regions, the program uses the method described in Chapter 3 to determine the
weights of the

paths into each vertex &om the vertices o f the previous turn region. The

weights are then sorted, and the

least cost weights are stored in the vector of exposures

for each vertex. Upon completion of the computation o f the Gnal vertex, the graph is
displayed with the least cost path highlighted as shown in Figure 35. Vertices are small
blue dots with the exception of the start and finish vertices, which are green and red
respectively. Leg edges are light gray lines annotated with the cost o f traversal.
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Path Planner Displaying Least Cost Path

The left pane of the main window details the order, weight, and previous point in the
path for the m least cost paths to the selected vertex. By clicking on a vertex with the
mouse, the user can display the relevant information for any vertex in the graph.
On the toolbar are four buttons used to display individual paths, selected paths, all
paths, and disjoint paths. When the individual paths button is depressed, arrow buttons to
the right allow the user to scroll through alternate paths. As each alternate path is
selected, the corresponding leg edges are highlighted. In the selected paths mode, the user
is presented with a pop-up list of paths ft-om which to choose. When the all button is
depressed all

paths are displayed simultaneously as shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36.

Path Planner Showing A ll m Paths

Each path is displayed in a différent color and thickness to allow for discrinunation of

trajectories for paths that share a common edge. The shortest path is displayed using the
thickest line weight. The last option allows the user to display m disjoints paths.
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Figure 37.

Path Planner Showing Disjoint Paths

The paths are formed using the rank ordering approach described in Chapter 3. Colors
and weights are varied in the same manner as the all paths mode.

Difficulties Encountered
During the course o f implementation we experienced some pitfalls that might beset
any researcher or programmer attempting to implement geometric algorithms. Our
intersection detection algorithm identified duplicate intersection points where a leg edge
intersected the vertex o f a radar polygon since there are two edges associated with each
polygon vertex. This in turn caused our accumulated segment weight algorithm to
produce incorrect results. Another anomaly encountered was an inexplicable loss of some
data points when sorting the list o f intersection points using the sort function contained in
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the C -H - standard template library. When we switched containers ftom a list to a set,
which is implemented as an ordered binary tree, the data structure behaved as expected
without any loss o f data.
Identifying duplicate intersection points can pose a problem if the resulting points are
maintained as floating-point numbers. Equality o f floating-point numbers is ascertained
by checking to see if the absolute value of the difference between the two numbers is less
than the value o f the associated FLT EPSILON or DBL EPSILON value found in the
f l o a t . h header Ele.
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CHAPTERS

We presented a brief review o f existing path planning algorithms. Next we presented
an

algorithm for computing a ^-legged risk-reduced path in the presence of

enemy radar sources and obstacles as well as algorithms for computing multiple riskreduced paths. Finally we implemented the algorithms in the Visual C++ programming
environment and executed them on several sets o f test data.
There are several areas that may beneût hom extensions and further exploration. An
extension to the KRPP algorithm could be the computation o f A:-legged risk-reduced paths

subject to turn radius constraint. Our trajectory model focuses on weighted regions where
there is greater than 50 percent probability of detection 6om enemy radar for a uniform
scatterer. In real situations there could be a more realistic exposure model. It may be

necessary to allow for a gradient probability of detection based upon the momentary
range o f the vehicle to the radar source. Other factors that alter the probability of
detection include terrain-induced variations in radar subclutter visibility, the aspect angle
of the scatterer to the radar anteima, and the localized impact o f electronic counter
measures.
The simplification of risk regions in our model does not take into account the number
or type of radar systems that can detect the aircraft during its mission. Should the
adversary possess an integrated air defense system, identification by multiple sources
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may increase the lethality of the enemy's weapons. Radar systems that are designed for
tracking and missile guidance m i^ t be especially dangerous or may only be dangerous if
the vehicle is also within range o f a surveillance radar system that would alert the missile
system to the presence o f a target and cue the tracker with its general direction and range.
The level of peril for an aircraft flying within the k ill zone of surface to air missile system
is typically inversely proportional to its range from the system.
The reduced-risk path generated by our algorithm is a sequence of piece-wise linear
segments. I f we try to curve the path, the exposure to threat may change. It would be
interesting to enhance the algorithm so that the generated path is not necessarily piecewise linear segments.
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APPENDIX

Trajectory Planner UM L Class Diagrams

CWinApp

CT rajectoryPlannerApp
-m SaveOrientation :UINT
+CT rajectoryPlannerAppO
+lnitlnstance();BOOL
+OnAppAbout():void
#DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP():
#SetPrinterOrientation{orientation:UINT):UINT

Figure 38.

CTrajectoryPlannerApp Class Diagram

CMDIFrameWnd
CMainPrame
+m_wndStatusBar:CStatusBar
#m wndToolBarCToolBar
+DECLARE_DYNAMIC():
+CMainFrame()
+PreCreateWindow(cs:CREATESTRUCT &):BOOL
+~CMainFrame()
#OnCreate(lpCreateStruct;LPCREATESTRUCT):int
#OnHelpContents():void
#DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP():

Figure 39.

CMainFrame Class Diagram
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CMDIChildWnd

CChlldFrame
#m_wndSplitter;CSplitterWnd
+DECLARE_DYNCREATE()
+CChildFrame()
+OnCreateClient(lpcs:LPCREATESTRUCT,
pContext:CCreateContext *):BOOL
+PreCreateWindow(cs:CREATESTRUCT &):BOOL
+~CChildFrame()
#DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP():

Figure 40.

CChildFrame Class Diagram
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CTrajectoryDoc

GDocum ent

+m _GraphT rajectory.CGraphT rajectory
+m _Start:GVertex *
+m _Finish:CVertex *
+Sind;doub!e [360]
+Cosd:double [360]

+m_T rajectories:std::vector<CT raJectory>
-m _szDocSize:CSize
-m _nT urnRegionPoints;int
-m _bVaryRadarRange:int
-m _nCurrentT rajectory;int
-m _Trajectorylndex:std:;vector<int>
#C TrajectoryDoc()
+DECLARE_DYNCREATE():
+AddT urnRegion(rect:CRect &):void
+AddO bstacie(rect;C Rect &):void
+AddTum Point(pt:CPoint &):void
+AddStartPoint(x:int,y:int):void
+AddFinishPoint(x:int,y;int):void
+AddRadar(ptCenter:CPoint &,dRadius:doub!e,Azimuth:int.nScanW idth:int):vcid
+GetNum Radars():int
+GetRadar(nRadar:lnt):CRadar *
+Azim uth{dX:double,dY:double,dZero:doubie):double
+ZeroRadians(rect:CRect const &,pt:CPoint2d const &):double
+G etDocSize():CSize const &
+G etlntersectionAlgorithm():int
+Set!ntersectionAlgorithm (nAlgorithm ;int const):void
+SetStatusBar(str:CString const &);void
+ThreadFunc(pParam :LPVO iD):UINT
+G nNewDocum ent();BOO L
+Serialize(ar;CArchive &):void
+~CT rajectoryDoc()
+GetCurrentTrajectory():CTraJectory const &
+SortT rajectories():void
+G nEditClearT urnPoints();void
+GnCalculateTraJectory():void
+GnPointsPerRegion(n!D:U!NT):void
+G nUpdatePointsPerRegion(pCm dUI;CCm dUI *);void
+GnlnsertVaryRadarRange():void
+G nUpdateinsertVaryRadarRange(pCm dUI:CG m dUI *):void
+GnPreviousT rajectory():void
+GnNextT rajectory();void
+GnUpdatePreviousTrajectory(pGmdUI;GGmdUI *);void
+G nUpdateNextTrajectory(pGmdUI:GGm dU! *):void
#DEGLARE_MESSAGE_MAP();

Figure 41.

CTrajectoryDoc Class Diagram
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CGraphT rajectory
+m_mapVertex;vmap
-m_Radars;std;:vector<CRadar*>
-m_Obstacles:std::vector<CRect>
-m_TurnRegions:std:;vector<CTurnRegion*>
-m_VertexQueue:std::priority_queue<CSegmentVertexPtr>
-m_nTRIndex:int
-m_nlntersectionAlgorithm;int
-m_nLegEdges:int
-m lntersectionPoints:std::vector<CPoint>
+CGraphT rajectory()
+~CGraphT rajectory()
+AddTurnRegion(rect:CRect const &,nPoints;int):void
+AddObstacle{rect:CRect const &):void
+AddStartPoint(x:int,y:int):CVertex*
+AddFinishPoint(x:int,y:int):GVertex*
+GetVertex(vertexName:std::string const &):CVertex *
+GetTurnRegion(nlndex:int):LPRECT
+GetObstacle(nlndex:int):LPRECT
+AddEdge(vertSource:GVertex *,vertDestination:GVertex *):void
+SetEdgeExposure(source:std::string const &,
destination:std::string const &,nExposure;long):long
+PrintPatti(destName:std::string const &,vPath:std::vector<GVertex*> &,
nExposure:int &,nLengtti:int &):void
+SetWeights():void
+Dijkstra(startName:std:;string const &):void
+AddRadar(radar:GRadar *):void
+GetRadar(nRadar:int):GRadar *
+GetNumRadars():int
+GetNumVertices():int
+GetNumLegEdges():int
+GetlntersectionPoints():std::vector<GPoint> const &
+Serialize(ar;GArchive &):void
+GetIntersectionAlgoritlim();int
+SetlntersectionAlgorithm(nAlgorithm;int const):void
+SetPointlnRadar(pt;GVertex*):void
+SetPointlnRadar(pt:GVertex *,radar:GRadar const &):void
+Glearlntersections():void
-AddVertex(vertexName:LPTSTR const,X:long,Y:long,
nDotSize;int,turnRegion:int):GVertex*
-GalculateGirclelntersections(ptFrom :GVertex *,edge:GEdge *,
lstlntersections;std:;list<GlntersectionPoint> &):void

Figure 42.

CGraphTr^ectory Class Diagram Part 1 o f 2
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CGraphT rajectory
-CalcuiateRadarlntersections(ptFrom:CVertex *,edge:CEdge *,
!stlntersections:std:;list<ClntersectionPoint> &):void
-CalculateObstaclelntersections(ptFrom:CVertex *,edge:CEdge *,
lstlntersections:std::list<ClntersectionPoint> &):void
-PlaneSweep():void
-LoadLegEdgeslnQueue():void
-LoadRadarslnQueue();void
-SetPaneText(strStatus:CString const &):void
-Writelntersections(lstlntersections:TlntersectionList const &):void
-W riteSeg m ents( ) :void
-Accumu!ateSegmentWeights(ptFrom:CVertex *,edge:CEdge *,
itrlP:TlntersectionListiterator &,itrEnd:TlntersectionListlterator &):void
-SegmentCirclelntersection(ptSource:CPoint const *,ptDestination:CPoint const *,
ptCenter:CPoint const &, dRadius:double const,ptIntersectionOiCPoint &,
ptintersectioni :CPoint &):int
-Length(vertSource:CVertex *,vertDestination:CVertex *):long
-PrintPath(dest:CVertex *,vPath:std::vector<CVertex*> &):void
-ClearPath():void
-ClearWeigtits():void
-ConnectTurnRegionînputs(vertln:CVertex*,vertices:std::vector<CVertex*> &):void
-lnPo!y(pt:CVertex const &,poly:std::vector<CPoint> const &):char
-CGraphT rajectory(rtis:const CGraphT rajectory &)
-operator=(rhs:const CGraphT rajectory &):const CGraphT rajectory &
-Left(ptO:CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2;CPoint const &);booi
-Coilinear(ptO:CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2:CPoint const &):bool
-LeftOn(ptO:CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2:CPoint const &):bool
-Area2(ptO:CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2:CPoint const &):int
-lntersectProp(ptO;CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,
pt2;CPoint const &,pt3:CPoint const &):bool
-Between(ptO;CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2;CPoint const &):bool
-1ntersect{ptO;CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2;CPoint const &,
pt3:CPoint const &):bool
-Parallellnt(ptO;CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2:CPoint const &,
pt3:CPoint const &,ptlntersect:CPoint2d &):char
-SegSeglntersect(ptO:CPoint const &,pt1 :CPoint const &,pt2:CPoint const &,
pt3;CPoint const &,ptlntersect:CPoint2d &):char
-lnCone(ptCenter:CPoint const &,ptStartSweep:CPoint const &,
ptStopSweep:CPoint const &,ptTest:CPoint const &):bool
CIntersection Point

Figure 43.
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CVertex

CPoint
CObject

-m_nDotSize:int
+name:std::string
+adjln:std::vector<CEdge>
+adjOut;std:;vector<CEdge>
+exposure:long
+distance:long
+prev:CVertex *
+scratch:int
+m_lnPolygons:std::vector<booi>
+m_bSelected:bool
+m_bHighlighted:bool
+m_nTurnRegion:int
-m_HighlightColor;COLORREF
-m_NormalColor.COLORREF
-m_rectBoundingBox:CRect
+CVertex()
+CVertex(nm;const std::string &,X:long,Y:long,nDotSize:int,turnRegion:int)
+operator<(rhs:CVertex const &):bool
+~CVertex()
+SetPos(X:int,Y;int):void
+Reset():void
+Deletelnputs(nDeleted:int &):void
+DeleteOutputs(nDeleted:int &):void
+Deletelnput(pt:CVertex *):bool
+DeleteOutput(pt:CVertex *):bool
+Draw(pDC:CDC *,bHighlight:bool):void
+Draw(pDC;CCIientDC *,bHighlight:bool):void
+GetHighlightColor();COLORREF
+GetNormalColor():COLORREF
+SetHighlightCoior(cr:COLORREF):void
+SetNormalCoior(cr:GOLORREF):void
+GetBoundingBox():CRect const &
+GetDotSize():int

Figure 44.

CVertex Class
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CEdge

+dest;CVertex *
+exposure;long
+distance:long
+CEdge(Destination;CVertex*,Exposure;long,Distance;long)
+CEdge(rhs:CEdge const &)
+operator=(rhs:CEdge const &):CEdge &
+~CEdge()

Figure 45.

CEdge Class Diagram

C
R
ect

CTurnRegion
+m_Vertices:ptrVertex *
-m_nSize;int
-m nlndex:int
+CTurnRegion()
+CTurnRegion(rect:CRect const &,nlndex;int const,nSize:int const)
+~CTurnRegion()
+CTurnRegion(rhs:const CTurnRegion &)
+operator=(rhs:const CTurnRegion &):const CTurnRegion &
+Getlndex();int
+GetSize():int
+SetSize(nSize:int const);void
+Serialize(ar:CArchive &);void

Figure 46.

CTurnRegion Class Diagram
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+dest:CVertex *
+exposure:long
+distance;long
+CPath(Destination:CVertex*,Exposure:int,Distance:int)

+-CPath()
+operator>(rhs:const CPath &);bool
+operator<(rhs:const CPath &):bool

Figure 47.

CPath Class Diagram

CRadar
+m_BoundingBox:CRect
+m_ptCenter:CPoint
+m_ptAzimuth:CPoint
+m_ptSweepStart:CPoint
+m_ptSweepStop;CPoint
+m_dAzimuth:double
+m_dSweep:double
+m_bT racking:bool
+m_dRadius:double
+nlndex:int
-m_Segments:std::vector<CPoint>
-count:int=0
+CRadar()
+CRadar(rhs:CRadar const &)
+operator=(rhs;CRadar const &):CRadar &
+~CRadar()
+GetSegments():std::vector<CPoint> const &
+Add(pt:CPoint):void
+GetAt(nlndex;int const):CPoint &
+GetSize():int
+Clear():void
+Serialize(ar:CArchive &):void

Figure 48.

CRadar Class Diagram
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CT rajectory
+m_Path :std ;:vector<CVertex*>
+m_nExposure:int
+m_nLength:int
+CT rajectoryO
+CTrajectory(path:std::vector<CVertex*> const &,
n Exposu re :int, nLengtti :int)
+-C T rajectoryO

Figure 49.

CTrajectory Class Diagram

CSegmentVertex
+v:CPoint const *
+s:CPoint const *
+m_VertexType;int
+m_SegmentType:int
+m Indexiint
+CSegmentVertex()
+CSegmentVertex(V:CPoint const *,S;CPoint const *,
vertexType:int,segmentType:int,nlndex:int)
+~CSegmentVertex()
+operator<(rhs:CSegmentVertex const &);bool

Figure 50.

CSegmentVertex Class Diagram

CSegment
+v:CVertex *
+e:CEdge *
+CSegment()
+CSegment(V:CVertex‘ ,E;CEdge *)
+operator<(rhs:CSegment const &):bool
+~CSegment()

Figure 51.

CSegment Class Diagram
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CSegmentVertexPtr
-ptnCSegmentVertex *
+CSegmentVertexPtr(p:CSegmentVertex*)
+CSegmentVertexPtr{)
+operator<(rhs:const CSegmentVertexPtr &);bool
+operator*();CSegmentVertex &

Figure 52.

CSegmentVertexPtr Class Diagram
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CScrollView

CTrajectoryView
#m_ptFrom;CPoint
#m_ptTo;CPoint
#m_hArrowCursor:HCURSOR
#m_hCrossCursor:HCURSOR
#m_nCursorType:int
#m_dZoom;double
#m_bNoRedraw:bool
#m_MouseMode;UINT
-m_ptMousePhysical:CPoint
-m_ptMouseLogical:CPoint
-m_bShowintersectionSegments:bool
-m_bShowintersectionPoints:bool
-m_bWriteToBuffer:BOOL
-m_nLineLength:int
-m_n Intersection Algorithm :int
-m _ n l rackingRadarSweep:int
-m_bGridVisible:bool

#CT rajectoryViewO
+DECLARE_DYNCREATE{):
+GetDocument():CTrajectoryDoc *
+OnDraw(pDC:CDC *):void
+PreCreateWindow(cs;CREATESTRUCT &):BOOL
#OnlnitialUpdate():void
#OnUpdate(pSender:CView *,IHint:LPARAM,pHint:CObject *):void
#OnPreparePrinting(pinfo:GPrintinfo *):BOOL
#OnBeginPrinting(pDC:CDC *,p!nfo:CPrintlnfo *);void
#OnEndPrinting(pDC:CDC *,plnfo:GPrintlnfo *);void
+~GT rajectoryViewO
#lnvertLine(pDC:CDC *,from:PQ!NT,to:P01NT);void
#lnvertRectangie(pDC:CDC *,from POINT,to:POINT):void
#lnvertCircle(pDC:CDC *,rect:CRect const &):void
#!nvertSector(pDC;CDC *,rect:CRect const &,ptStart;CPoint const &,
ptStop:CPoint const &):void
#Azimuth(dX:doubie,dY:double);double
#Azimuth(ptCenter;CPoint const &,ptRadius:CPoint const &):double
#HighlightPoint(dc:CCIientDC &,pt:CVertex*,bHighlight:booi):void
#GnEraseBkgnd(pDC;CDC *):BOOL
#OnSetCursor(pWnd:CWnd *,nHitTest:UINT,message:UINT):BOOL

Figure 53.

CTr^ectoryView Class Diagram Part 1 o f 2
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CScrollView

CTrajectoryVIew
#OnLButtonDown(nFlags:UINT,point:CPoint):void
#OnRButtonDown(nFlags:UINT,point:CPoint):void
#OnMouseMove(nFlags:UINT,point:CPoint):void
#OnLButtonUp(nFlags:UINT,point:CPoint):void
#OnlnsertStartPoint():void
#OnlnsertFinishPoint():void
#OnlnsertTurnRegion();void
#OnlnsertTurnPoint():void
#OnlnsertObstacle();void
#OnlnsertRadar():void
#OnUpdateSetMouseModeUI(pCmdUI;CCmdUI *):void
#OnViewShowlntersectionSegments():void
#OnUpdateViewShowlntersectionSegments(pCmdUI:CCmdUI *):void
#OnViewShowlntersectionPoints():void
#OnUpdateViewShowlntersectionPoints(pCmdUI:CCmdUI *):void
#OnWindowRefresh():void
#GnAlgorithmSegmentCircle():void
#OnUpdateAlgorithmSegmentCircle(pCmdUI:CCmdUI *):void
#OnAlgorithmSegmentPolygon():void
#GnUpdateAlgorithmSegmentPolygon(pCmdUI:CCmdUI *):void
#GnAlgorithmPlaneSweep():void
#GnUpdateAlgorithmPlaneSweep(pCmdUI:CCmdUI *):void
#GnRButtonUp(nFlags:UINT,point;CPoint):void
#GnViewGrid():void
#GnUpdateViewGrid(pCmdUI;CCmdUI *):void
#GnEditCopy():void
#GnZoomln():void
#GnZoomGut():void
#GnKeyDown(nChar:UINT,nRepCnt:UINT,nFlags:UINT):void
#GnUpdateMousePositionUI(pCmdUI:CCmdUI *):void
#DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP{):
-DrawLegend(pDC;CDC *,pDoc:CTrajectoryDoc *):void
-AddRadar():void
-SetPaneText(strStatus;CString const &):void
CNewRadar

Figure 54.

CTr^ectoryView Class Diagram Part 2 o f 2
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CDC

CMemDC
-m_bitmap:CBitmap
-m_oldBitmap:CBitmap *
-m_pDC:CDC '
-m rect:CRect
-m_bMemDC:BOOL
+CMemDC(pDC:CDC *,pRect:const CRect *)
+~CMemDC()
+operator->();CMemDC *
+operatorCMemDC*();

Figure 55.

CMemDC Class Diagram
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